The purpose of this paper is to extend the authors duality between nearly tame spheres and nearly tame arcs to a duality between wild spheres and tame spheres with nearly tame arcs properly attached, one arc for each wild point of the wild sphere.
1. Let 53 be the one point compactification of Euclidean 3-space R3 and let 52 and B3 be the unit 2-sphere and 3-ball in R3 centered at the origin, respectively.
For XES3, let CI X denote the closure of X and Vt(X) denote the e-neighborhood of X.
A set X in 53 is locally flat at a point x£X if there is a neighborhood U of x and a canonical set Y in R3 such that (U, UC\X) is topological^ equivalent to (R3, Y).
Let S be the collection of all 2-spheres in S3. Let 2£S
and let C0 and Ci be the closed complementary domains of 2 in 53. By [4] or [5] there are imbeddings AjlC,->53 such that if xEXt,r\X\. It follows from Lemma 6 of [6] that each arc ax is cellular. Then by Lemma 4 of [6] or Theorem 10 of [7] each arc is locally flat except possibly at one end point.
Let 5 = 52. Then S\J(0ax) satisfies the following properties: (1) Each arc ax intersects the flat (tame) 2-sphere 5 at one point x, (2) Each az is locally flat (locally tame) except possibly at one end point not on 5, (3) 5U(Uax) is not locally flat at the end points of the arcs which are not on 5 but is locally flat at all other points, (4) If ay is locally flat at an end point pv not on S, then py is a limit point of end points of other arcs in the collection {ax}, (5) (jax is closed, (6) \ax} is the set of nondegenerate elements of an upper semicontinuous decomposition d:S3^>d(S3) such that d(S3) is S3. A sphere with arcs is a set S^J(\Jax) which satisfies properties (1)- (5) . Let a be the collection of spheres with arcs each of which also satisfies property (6). Then we can define a correspondence r:S-><2 by r(2) =S\J (Uax) as indicated in the preceding paragraphs, although T is not a well-defined function. However, if S* and a* are the collections of equivalence classes of S and a, respectively, then it is easy to see that T induces a function r* :S*-->a*. This theorem (to be proved in §4) establishes the duality between S and a. A dual of SGS is any SU(\Jax)ET*( §,) Ca and a dual of SVJ(Uax)EQ is any 2G^*(5U(Uax))C §.
Notice that a collection of arcs alone does not determine a unique sphere. In particular, Example 1.2 of Fox and Artin [3] and its reflection can be attached to a tame 2-sphere so that the dual wild sphere may have both or just one of its complementary domains simply connected. Properties (3) and (6) are necessary in order to keep a small enough to establish the duality; it is easy to find an example to show that property (3) is necessary and Ball [l ] has described a sphere with arcs which fails to satisfy property (6) . Properties (4) and (5) insure that an arc ax is in the collection of arcs if and only if x corresponds to a wild point of the dual sphere.
3. In this section we will use polar coordinates, that is, p = (9, r) where r is the distance from p to the origin and 6 is the projection (from the origin) of p onto 52. and g(y, %)=f2h(y, i) =f2(y)=y. From this it follows that SVJ({Jax) Gr*(2) and hence r*^*= 1.
5. Let Si be the collection of 2-spheres in S3 each of which is locally flat except at a countable number of points and let &i be the collection of spheres with arcs in S3 such that the collection of arcs is countable. By Theorem 1 of [2] each set in ai satisfies property (6) .
Theorem 4. The duality between S and a restricts to a duality between Si and CtiLet S2 be the collection of 2-spheres in S3 each of which has a closed complementary domain which is a closed 3-cell and let a2 be the collection of spheres with arcs in S3 such that all the arcs are contained in one of the closed complementary domains of the tame sphere. By Theorem 3 each set in a2 satisfies property (6).
Theorem
5. The duality between S and ft restricts to a duality between §2 and GL2.
